In this paper we characterize the tensor products of exponential type vectors of closed unbounded operators in Banach spaces and construct the spectral decompositions for the operators having discrete spectra. We give an application of abstract results in the theory of regular elliptic operators on bounded domains.
Introduction
The subspaces of exponential type vectors associated with the unbounded operators in Banach spaces have been studied in [8] . In [4] is constructed the operator calculus on the exponential type vectors of the operator with discrete spectrum. For such operator the subspace of exponential type vectors coincides with the linear span of all its spectral subspaces. Some interpolation properties of spaces of exponential type vectors of the unbounded operators in Banach spaces are established in [1, 2, 3] .
In [6] the characterization of some classes of infinitely differentiable vectors of a normal operator in Hilbert space is given in terms of the rate with which the best approximation of the vectors by entire exponential type vectors tend to zero. The direct and inverse theorems in problems on the approximation of exponential type vectors are studied in [9] . The analogues of such theorems in the nonclassical context of the stratified groups are presented in [5] . In stratified group is defined the class of functions that plays a role analogous to entire exponential type functions.
The motivation of our work is to characterize of tensor products of exponential type vectors of unbounded operators in Banach spaces. We construct the spectral decompositions for operators with discrete spectra on tensor products of Banach spaces.
In addition, we show an application of the obtained abstract results for the regular elliptic operators in bounded domains. For such operators the subspace of exponential type vectors consists of the entire exponential type functions, that satisfy certain boundary conditions.
Main Results
be a finite collection of Banach spaces on C and ⊗ j X j := X 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ X J be a tensor product with projective norm
where inf takes on all representation of w ∈ ⊗ j X j as w =
In the space X j , j = 1, . . . , J, we consider a closed unbounded linear oper-
For any ν > 0 we define a Banach space of entire exponential type vectors
be a tensor product with the projective norm
The operator A j on⊗ j X j corresponds to the operator
where I j is the unit operator on X j . The operator A j with domain
with the norm
We shall be interested in to characterize of tensor
Theorem 2.1 (i) For any ν > 0 the following isomorphism holds,
(ii) If 0 < ν ≤ γ, then the following embeddings hold,
Proof. (i) Indeed, we have
that proves (1).
(ii) A left hand side embedding (2) follows from inequality
For any γ > 0, we have
Hence, the series
holds and we can define the locally convex inductive limit E(A j ) :
be a tensor product with projective locally convex topology and⊗ j E(A j ) its completeness in this topology. The Theorem 2.1(ii) allows to define a locally convex inductive limit
Theorem 2.2 The following isomorphism holds,
Proof. By Theorem 1 [7] , the space E(A j ) is a complete locally convex space of (DF) type and we have the isomorphism
The desired result (3) follows from (4) and (1). 2 Now we construct the spectral decompositions for the operators with discrete spectra on tensor product of Banach spaces.
Let the spectrum σ(A j ) of A j on X j consists of isolated eigenvalues {λ jk } ∞ k=1
with finite algebraic multiplicity and lim
• A J )} be the sequences of spaces, that correspond to the nondecreasing sequence of positive numbers {ν(n)} n∈AE , such that lim
We define the space
w n ∈⊗ j X j :
Theorem 2.3 If the subspace
ν(n)>0 E ν(n) (A j ) is dense in X j for all j = 1, .
. . , J, then the following isomorphisms hold,
Proof.
, then the following embedding holds,
On the other hand, the inequality w
Therefore,
• A J ) and we have the embedding
From the equality
The equality (5) follows from (7) and (8) .
In [4, Theorem 2.2] it is proven that for operator A j , having discrete spectrum, the following equality holds,
Hence, from Theorem 2.1(i), we have
The desired result (6) follows from (5) and (9). 2
Application
Let Ω ⊂ R n be an open bounded domain with the infinitely smooth boundary ∂Ω and the system of operators 
Theorem 3.1 The following isomorphism holds,
where
Proof. By Theorem 5.4.4/1 [10] , the space of smooth vectors
endowed with the topology defined by semi-norms sup
From this and from the definition of E(A j ) we obtain
The desired result (10) follows from (11) 
Proof. Define the space
where the constants c, c 0 are independent of k. It follows that
for all ξ ∈ Ω and η ∈ R n , where a constant c 1 is independent of k ∈ Z + . Hence, u has entire extension onto C n of an exponential type.
Conversely, let an entire function u satisfies (14). Then the inequality
k e ν|ξ| for all ξ ∈ R n and |α| = k ∈ Z + holds. Here a constant c is independent of k. Via boundedness of Ω we have
Now we prove the equality
By Theorem 5.4.3 [10] , for any k ∈ N there exist positive numbers c and C such that
It follows the inequalities
with a constant C 1 . Thus, the embedding
with τ = C(nν) 2m holds. Conversely, let u ∈ E ν (A j ). Then
It follows that
Using (16) and (17), we obtain
The desired result (12) follows from (18) and (5). 2
